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Reliability is a key factor in the design and manufacture of vibrating feeders. In this paper, a method considering materials force
was proposed to optimize the structure of the vibrating feeder. Discrete Element Method (DEM) was used to couple the materials
force and the excitation force based on the phase characteristics of the vibrating feeder, and Finite Element Method (FEM) was
used to analyze the vibrating feeder structure based on the inertia release method. In order to reduce the stress on the beam of the
vibrating feeder, three structural improvement schemes were proposed, which were constructing a statically indeterminate
structure, increasing the width of the rib-stiffened plates on the beam, and increasing the internal spacing of the beam./en, these
three schemes were compared using the FEM. Finally, the response surface method was used to optimize the width of the inner
and outer rib-stiffened plates. /e research results showed that when the vibrating feeder moved close to the highest point, the
materials force reached the peak. /e maximum first principal stress occurred at the middle and both ends of the vibrating feeder
beam under the joint action of the excitation force and the materials force. /e first principal stress value of the beam was most
significantly decreased by increasing the width of the rib-stiffened plates on the beam of three optimization schemes. /e optimal
increment of rib-stiffened plate width was 30mm with the maximum first principal stress value reduced by 40.12%.

1. Introduction

Vibrating feeder is a kind of feeding equipment widely used
in metallurgy, coal, electric power, and chemical industries.
It is used with other types of equipment together to realize
the automatic operation of feeding, batching, quantitative
packaging, and other processes [1]. Due to the fact that the
vibrating feeder is used to convey materials, its structure is
subject to a large dynamic load, which can easily cause local
elastic deformation and lead to fatigue failure in the
structure. With the development of large-sized designed
vibrating feeders, the alternating load from the exciting
force, the inertial load of steel structure, and the impact load
from materials have increased significantly, which has ag-
gravated the structural damage of vibrating feeders. Beams
of vibrating feeders connecting side panels and bed surface

of vibrating feeders are the main components that suffer
from various loads; therefore, damage and even fractures
often occur in this place firstly, which results in the feeder
not working properly, severely restricting production and
causing huge economic losses. /erefore, it is necessary to
optimize the structure of the vibrating feeder, improving its
reliability to ensure the smooth progress of the operation
process in industrial production.

Weingerl and Schaflinger considered the energy and
momentum transfer on the vibrating feed bed surface,
established the theory of particle flow equation on the vi-
brating feed bed surface, and verified it with a high-speed
camera [2]. Han and Lee studied the material jumping
motion in the vertical vibration conveyor and reported that
when the external conditions changed, the material would
have bifurcation motion or even chaotic motion [3].
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Ashrafizadeh and Ziaei-Rad considered the influence of
material shape on its movement and used rectangular blocks
instead of mass points to study material movement using the
DEM [4]. Kong et al. established a sliding and jumping
motion model of materials based on Coulomb’s law of
friction and collision principle, and the model is used to
analyze the changes of material motion under different
vibration conditions. It is found that there is forward sliding
or even reverse sliding in the process of material jumping
movement, and the sliding effect has a certain influence on
the movement of material [5]. Afanas’ev1 and Suslov studied
the vibration transport rate of the free-flowing rock mass.
/e energy consumption and reasonable system parameters,
especially the oscillation frequency, amplitude, and asym-
metry coefficient, are determined [6]. Xin et al. established a
mechanical model of inclined vibrating feeder with the
material binding coefficient based on considering the
nonlinear force of materials and obtained the correlation
between material binding coefficient and inclination, am-
plitude, and frequency of working face based on the solution
and analysis results of the model [7]. Zhang designed an
equal thickness vibrating feeder for achieving radial equal
thickness distribution of materials. /rough field test
analysis of dynamic response parameters of the feeder, the
vibration characteristics such as amplitude, frequency, vi-
bration track, and vibration direction angle of base and sieve
of the vibrating feeder were obtained [8]. Most of these
studies focused on the dynamic characteristics of material
movement or vibration angle and amplitude of the vibrating
feeder; however, there were few types of research on the
structure optimization and reliability of the vibrating feeder.

Similar to vibrating feeders, vibrating screens are subject
to a large dynamic load during the vibration process. To
improve the reliability of large vibrating screens, Zhao et al.
presented a new design of a hyperstatic net-beam structure
and analyzed dynamic characteristics of it, based on the
FEM, and the new screen proves to have much higher
structural strength with an enhanced dynamic behavior [9].
Su et al. proposed an improved scheme of beam sections for
large-scale vibrating screen structure based on static analysis
and dynamic analysis, where ameliorated stress distribution
of the vibrating screen is in the working process, and the
fatigue life is increased [10]. Baragetti presented a structural
solution for high loaded vibrating screens with newmodified
side plates and studied the behavior of the original and
modified structure using theoretical and numerical models
[11]. Peng et al. conducted a systematic mechanics analysis
of the beam structures and improved the design method
considering bending and random vibration [12]. Yang
decoupled the complex space motion of the vibrating screen
and gave the dynamic decoupling condition of the vibrating
screen. He used the BP neural network to model the rela-
tionship between design variables and elastic deformation of
the vibrating screen [13]. /e vibrating equipment receives
the reaction force of the materials in the process of screening
and conveying the materials, that is, the materials force.
However, the above optimization of the structure of the
vibrating screen did not consider the effect of the materials
force. In this paper, the EDEM was used to couple the

materials force and the excitation force on the basis of the
phase characteristics so that the impact of the materials force
was fully considered in the optimization process.

/e inertia release method [14, 15] was often used to
calculate the stress distribution of structures such as aircraft,
automobiles, and ships. /e vibrating feeder is in a non-
completely constrained state during the vibration process. In
this paper, the inertia release method was used to analyze the
stress of the vibrating feeder during the operation process.
/is made it possible to use statics to analyze the transient
stress of the vibrating feeder when it was running reducing
the complexity of the dynamic analysis of the vibrating
feeder [16]. /is also avoided the influence of the boundary
conditions of fixed constraints on the stress calculation
results in the static analysis, making the constraints of the
finite element analysis consistent with the actual working
conditions.

In summary, this paper provided a structural optimi-
zation method for vibrating feeder, which was suitable for
considering materials force on the vibrating feeder.

2. Principle of Inertia Release

Inertia release is a method that constructs a balanced force
system through inertial force by calculating the acceleration
of the structure under the action of an unbalanced external
force. It can simulate the static response of unconstrained or
underconstrained systems. Due to the limitation of the
design load calculation method and the cumulative error of
numerical calculation, it is extremely difficult to obtain an
absolute self-balanced force system for the complicated
structure of vibrating feeder, but a self-balancing force
system can be constructed by the static and dynamic
method. /e FEM was used to establish the undamped static
and dynamic balance equation as shown in equation (1):

F{ } +[M] €δ  � 0, (1)

where F{ } presents the nodal load vector composed of all nodal
load components and €δ  is the node acceleration vector
composed of all node acceleration components. [M] �

Ω ρNTNdΩ stands for the mass matrix, where N is the shape

matrix, ρ is the density, and dΩ is the volume of the unit.
/e node acceleration required at each node to maintain

balance can be obtained by solving and calculating the above
equation. /en the inertial force of each node can be cal-
culated. A self-balancing force system can be constructed by
adding the inertial force as an external force to the node of
the finite elements [17, 18].

3. Coupling of Materials Force and
Excitation Force

/e vibrating feeder is affected by its excitation force as well
as the materials force on its bed surface. Generally, the
materials force is so large when there is a stock bin above the
feeder or the material layer is very thick that the impact of
materials force cannot be ignored. /erefore, the influence
of the materials force should be considered in the stress
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analysis of the vibrating feeder according to actual operating
conditions. It is difficult to obtain the stress of the vibrating
feeder under the simultaneous action of excitation force and
materials force using the DEM or the FEM only. /erefore,
an effective method is to couple the DEM and FEM for
analysis. In this paper, the materials force on the vibrating
feeder was calculated using the EDEM software. /e phase
relationship between the materials force and the motion of
the vibrating feeder can be obtained by EDEM, and the
phase relationship between the exciting force and themotion
of the vibrating feeder can be obtained by equation (4).
/erefore, the phase relationship between thematerials force
and excitation force can be obtained indirectly, and then the
excitation force and materials force can be set in ANSYS as
an external load to realize the coupling of excitation force
and materials force.

3.1. Setting andCalculation of EDEM. /e vibrating feeder is
usually used in the feed system. /e feeding process was
simulated by EDEM software to calculate the phase rela-
tionship between the materials force and the motion of the
vibrating feeder, as presented in Figure 1. /e feed system
model in the simulation included a stock bin, a sluice gate,
and a vibrating feeder. /e coal was selected as conveyed
materials in this work. Material parameters and interaction
parameters set in EDEM are shown in Table 1.

Affected by the pressure of stock bin bottom and the
variation of thickness of the material layer, the materials
force in each area of the bed surface also changes along the
conveying direction while the materials force on the bed
surface perpendicular to the material conveying direction is
relatively uniform, while only the materials force difference
between the heavy-load area and the material-layer area was
large. /erefore, the bed surface was divided into two areas
according to the heavy-load area and the material-layer area
to simulate and calculate the materials force in each area on
the bed surface of the vibrating feeder that was set as the
external load to calculate the structural stress of the feeder.
/e heavy-load area was further subdivided into two areas
and the material-layer area was further subdivided into four
areas, and then the above simulation calculation process was
performed again. It was found that the calculation results of
dividing into six areas were basically the same as dividing
into two areas of material-layer load and heavy-load load
comparing the finite element stress calculation results, in-
dicating that the division of two materials force areas can
accurately analyze the influence of materials force on the
stress of the feeder structure. However, in this work, in order
to obtain more detailed material distribution results, the
vibrating feeder bed surface was divided into six areas along
the conveying direction where areas 1 to 4 were the load
areas of the material layer, and areas 5 and 6 were the heavy-
load areas, as shown in Figure 1.

/e time-domain curve of the materials force in area 6 is
shown in Figure 2. It showed the materials force variation in
the whole process of loading material into the vibration
feeding system until the stock bin bottom pressure was stable
and then the vibrating feeder started to vibrate. Due to the

material arching effect [19], the stock bin bottom pressure
reached a dynamically stable value in actual production.
/erefore, to obtain the same stable stock bin bottom
pressure during the simulation calculation, the particle
factory was set to produce enough particles to make the
stock bin bottom pressure reach a steady-state in the sim-
ulation. After the stock bin bottom pressure stopped in-
creasing, the vibrating feeder was set to vibrate at a frequency
of 16Hz, a double amplitude of 3.4mm, an inclination of 10°,
and a vibration direction angle of 30°. It can be seen from
Figure 2 that the materials force fluctuated violently when
the vibrating feeder started to vibrate and tended to be
dynamically stable after 12 s.

3.2. Coupling Method. At 13.00 s, the vibration response of
the materials force reached the dynamic stability state (an
approximate periodically changing state). /e materials
force in each area is shown in Figure 3./e upper curve is the
displacement curve of the vibrating feeder, and the upward
direction of the vibrating feeder moving is specified as the
positive direction. /e time-domain correspondence be-
tween the movement displacement of the vibrating feeder
body and the materials force in each area of the material can
be obtained from Figure 3. Since the exciting force of the
feeder and the force of the materials changed periodically,
there was a phase relationship between the two forces.
/erefore, before setting the external load of the feeder in
ANSYS software, it was necessary to know the phase rela-
tionship between the exciting force and the material force to
couple the two forces together./e EDEM software was used
to simulate the feeder conveying materials, and the resulting
output by the EDEM software only included the phase re-
lationship between the material force and the motion of the
vibrating feeder. /e phase relationship between the feeder
motion and the exciting force can be obtained through
equation (2), so that we can indirectly obtain the phase
relationship between the exciting force and the materials
force through the feeder motion phase.

/e vibration of the vibrating feeder is forced vibration
excited by a harmonic inertia force. /e phase difference
between the simple harmonic excitation force and the
displacement response of the vibrating feeder is φ, which is
calculated as equation (2) [20]:

φ � arctan
2ζr

1 − r
2, (2)

where ζ represents the damping ratio and r stands for the
frequency ratio.

In this work, the working frequency point of the vi-
brating feeder was located in the far resonance zone ζ ≈ 0.05,
r ≈ 4. According to equation (2), φ ≈ 180°. It meat that the
vibrating feeder displacement response phase was about 180°
behind the excitation force. Based on this phase charac-
teristic, combined with the time-domain correspondence
between the materials force and the feeder displacement
obtained by the EDEM simulation shown in Figure 3, the
phase relationship between the materials force and the ex-
citing force can be obtained. Take the process of obtaining
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the phase between the excitation force of the same direction
and forward and the materials force of the vibrating feeder as
an example to further illustrate the method of obtaining the
phase relationship between the excitation force and the
materials force. /e red dotted line corresponds to the vi-
brating feeder displacement to the highest point at the

moment as shown in Figure 3. According to the conclusion
that the displacement response phase of the feeder lags
behind the excitation force phase by 180°, it can be known
that the direction of the exciting forces is the same direction
and backward at this moment. It is obvious from Figure 3
that the materials force reached the maximum value in the
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Figure 2: Time-domain curve of materials force on vibrating feeder surface.
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Vibration feeding system
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Figure 1: EDEM simulation of vibrating feeding system.

Table 1: Parameters set in EDEM.

Parameter type Material Model
Density (kg m−3) 1,600 7,850
Shear modulus (GPa) 0.03 10
Poisson’s ratio 0.2 0.3
Coefficient of restitution 0.03 0.08
Coefficient of static friction 1 0.5
Coefficient of rolling friction 0.1 0.01
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cycle when approaching this moment. Namely, the materials
force reached the largest when the upward movement of the
vibrating feeder was about to reach the highest point.

Using this method, the phase relationship between the
exciting force and the materials force at other moments
could be obtained. Further analysis of the curve in Figure 3
could lead to the following conclusions that when the vi-
brating feeder displacement was close to the lowest point, the
materials force reached the minimum value. Due to the
smaller thickness of the materials layer, the materials force
was less in areas 1–4, while areas 5 and 6 were located di-
rectly below the stock bin, so they carried most of the stock
bin bottom pressure.

4. Model Meshing and Evaluation of Meshing

As shown in Figure 4, the shape of the vibration motor that
did not participate in structural optimization was simplified
in the simplified model of the body of the vibrating feeder.
According to the parameters such as the distance between
the axis of the original vibrationmotor and the side plate and
the distance between the mounting seat, the point of action
of the excitation force, and vibrating motor mass, the vi-
bration motor model was simplified so that the excitation
force generated by it remained unchanged. /e finite ele-
ment model of the vibrating feeder was imported in ANSYS,
as shown in Figure 4. /e main structure adopted 10mm
meshes, and the local refinement mesh size was 3mm. /e
tetrahedral mesh type was selected./e finite element model
included 856185 units and 1565867 nodes.

Meshing is the key link to finite element analysis, and the
quality of the meshes directly affects the correctness of the
calculation results. /e closer the element is to the regular

polyhedron, the more accurate the finite element analysis
result obtained from its calculation. In this paper, the or-
thogonal quality was used to evaluate the quality of the
element. Each element was analyzed according to equations
(3) and (4). /e minimum Yi value obtained is the or-
thogonal quality coefficient.

Y1 �
A
→

i · f
→

i

A
→

i



 · f
→

i





, (3)

Y2 �
A
→

i · c
→

i

A
→

i



 · c
→

i



, (4)

where f
→

i is the vector from the centroid to each of its faces,
c

→
i is the vector from the centroid to the centroid of each

adjacent element, and A
→

i is the normal vector of its face.
/e calculated orthogonal quality coefficient is between 0

and 1: the closer to 1, the better, and the closer to 0, the
worse. Generally, orthogonal quality coefficients between
0.25 and 0.75 are considered acceptable meshes, below 0.25
are poor quality meshes, and above 0.75 are good quality
meshes.

/e orthogonal quality histogram in this finite element
analysis is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from the figure
that the mesh element quality coefficient is basically above
0.75. /e distribution of elements with a mesh quality co-
efficient below 0.25 was selected and displayed in the model
as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from the figure that there
are few low-quality meshes on the beam, which is about 1/3
of the total number of low-quality meshes. /e low-quality
meshes were not focused on the area of interest, so the low-
quality meshes had little effect on the finite element analysis
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results of the beam. /e mesh quality met the requirements
of the finite element analysis.

5. Stress Analysis and Optimization

5.1. Stress Analysis. /e vibrating feeder performs recipro-
cating vibration under periodic excitation force, and the
inertial release method was used to enable the static force
analysis of the vibrating feeder at a certain moment during
the vibration process. /erefore, it was necessary to select a
certain moment in the vibration process of the vibrating
feeder as the analysis object. In this paper, four moments
within one vibration period of the vibrating feeder were
selected for analysis. As shown in Figure 7, four moments
corresponding to different directions of the exciting force of
the vibrating feeder were selected. /e green arrow

represents the direction of material movement, and the red
arrow represents the direction of the exciting force. /ese
four moments correspond to the maximum amplitude and
maximum speed of the vibrating feeder respectively. When
the direction of the exciting force was the same and forward,
the materials force almost reached the maximum. /e re-
verse inward and reverse outward directions of the exciting
force corresponded to the situation where the pressure and
the pulling force formed by the exciting force were maxi-
mum. /erefore, these four moments could represent the
limit conditions of the vibrating feeder during the recip-
rocating vibration process. According to the coupling
method of the materials force and the exciting force in
Section 3, the value of the materials force in each area of the
vibrating feeder bed surface at these four moments was
obtained, as shown in Table 2.

Bed surface

Vibration motor

Side plate

Beam

Local refinement meshes

Figure 4: Local refinement meshes and the simplified model of vibrating feeder.
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/e vibrating feeder loads were set according to all the
above parameters. /e load setting in Workbench when the
excitation force is forward is shown in Figure 8, including
gravity, excitation force, and materials force. Structural steel
was selected as the model material. At these four moments
shown in Figure 7, the boundary conditions need to be set
separately and then calculated separately./e inertial release
environment was set inWorkbench./e first principal stress
cloud diagram of the calculation results is shown in
Figures 9(a)–9(d). /e arrows in the figure indicate the
direction of the excitation force.

It can be seen from the first principal stress cloud dia-
grams at four moments in Figure 9 that no obvious stress
concentration was formed on the vibrating feeder bed
surface since the materials force was evenly distributed on
the bed surface. As shown in Figure 7, the values of the first
principal stress on the vibrating feeder were different due to
the different direction of the exciting force and the value of
the materials force at four moments. However, under the
combined action of the materials force and the excitation
force, the maximum value of first principal stress was all
located at the beam of the vibrating feeder at these four

Beam of feeder Element

Figure 6: Meshes spatial distributions with the orthogonal quality coefficient of less than 0.25.

Eccentric block

Reverse and
inward

Same direction
and forward

Same direction
and backward

Reverse and
outward

Figure 7: Exciting force directions at four special moments.

Table 2: Material forces in different areas corresponding to the four exciting force directions.

Exciting force
direction

Materials force in
area 1 (N)

Materials force in
area 2 (N)

Materials force in
area 3 (N)

Materials force in
area 4 (N)

Materials force in
area 5 (N)

Materials force in
area 6 (N)

Same direction
and forward 30,018 13,179 9,087 8,351 7,020 5,101

Same direction
and backward 55,308 47,800 36,912 34,943 27,863 26,900

Reverse and
outward 45,011 31,098 20,130 19,201 18,967 12,099

Reverse and
inward 31,215 19,031 13,144 11,806 11,310 9,712
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moments. /e first principal stress at other locations such as
the stiffening beam was large but far less than the first
principal stress at the beam. /erefore, it was necessary to
optimize the design of the beam to improve the life and
reliability of the vibrating feeder beam.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that when the exciting force
was in the same direction and forward, the maximum value
of the first principal stress of the vibrating feeder beam was
9.6766e+ 6 Pa which was the maximum of the four

moments. /is was because there was no other tensile
structure except for the rib-stiffened plates at the outside of
the beam when the excitation force was forward. /e first
principal stress on the beam rib-stiffened plates was the
maximum stress. /erefore, this work aimed to reduce the
first principal stress at the moment when the exciting force
was in the same direction and forward.

/e cross section of the stress cloud diagram of the beam
when the excitation force is in the same direction and

A Standard earth gravity : 9.8066m/s
B Force : 35000N
C Force 2 : 35000N
D Force 3 : 35000N
E Force 4 : 35000N
F Force 5 : 30018N

G Force 6 : 13179N
H Force 7 : 9087N
I Force 8 : 8351N
J Force 9 : 7020N
K Force 10: 5101N

Figure 8: Boundary condition setting.

8.9152e6 Max
6.8657e6
4.7162e6

4.1720e5
–3.2139e5
–3.0625e6
–5.212e6
–7.3615e6
–9.3266e6 Min

2.5667e6

Outside of beam
Inside of beam

Stiffening beams

(a)

9.6769e6 Max
6.3146e6
4.6622e6
2.5315e6
4.1982e5
–3.5231e5
–3.7462e6
–5.1123e6
–7.6654e6
–8.6558e6 Min

(b)
3.0354e6 Max
8.8597e5
–5.2134e5
–1.2635e6
–3.4129e6
–4.5624e6
–5.7119e6
–6.0625e6
–7.3615e6
–8.3266e6 Min

(c)

7.2142e6
6.1185e6
5.2421e6
4.3215e6
1.2254e6
5.7542e5
2.0465e5
–6.3564e6
–8.3453e6 Min

8.0312e6 Max

(d)

Figure 9: First principal stress cloud of vibrating feeder at four special moments in one cycle: (a) same direction and backward; (b) same
direction and forward; (c) reverse and inward; (d) reverse and outward.
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forward was shown in Figure 10. Analysis of the first
principal stress calculation result cloud shows that the point
of maximum stress appears at the middle and both ends of
the vibrating feeder beam. Positive values represent tensile
stress and negative values represent compressive stress. As
can be seen from Figure 10, when the excitation force was
forward, the middle part of the outer rib-stiffened plates of
the feeder beam was stretched, the two ends of the rib-
stiffened plates were extruded, the middle part of the inside
was extruded, and the two ends were stretched. /e reason
for this result was that the bending moment formed by the
exciting force causes the feeder beam to bend and side plate
extruded rib-stiffened plates at both ends of the beam.

5.2. Structural Optimization. Aiming at the problems of
uneven loading of the vibrating feeder beam structure and
obvious stress concentration, the following solutions were
given, as shown in Figure 11.

Scheme 1: Two stiffening beams were added to the rear
end of the vibrating feeder to form the statically in-
determinate structure [21]. /e tensile structure was
increased on the outside of the beam to reduce the
stress of the beam.
Scheme 2: According to the mechanical properties of
materials, where the point on the beam section is
farther away from the neutral axis when the beam is
bending, the greater the normal stress is [22], a
structural improvement scheme was proposed to widen
the rib-stiffened plates located far away from the
neutral axis of the beam by 20mm.
Scheme 3: Similarly, according to the material me-
chanic’s characteristics of the beam, a structural im-
provement scheme increasing the distance between two
plates of the beam by 40mm was proposed so that
plates were far from the neutral axis of the beam.

/e structure of the vibrating feeder was improved
according to the above schemes. /en, the finite element
analysis was carried out on the improved structure. As
shown in Figure 12, the stress cloud diagrams of the beam
after the optimization according to the above optimization
schemes were obtained. /e comparison among stress cloud
diagrams of three kinds of structures after the improvements
shown in Figure 12 has revealed the following conclusions.
/e first principal stress of the beam of Scheme 1 drops more
obviously except the first principal stress at the two ends of
the outer rib-stiffened plates near the stiffening beams in-
creases. /is was because additional stiffening beams pulled
tight the two side plates to prevent the deformation of the
beam, thereby increasing the local stress. /e first principal
stresses of the beams after structural optimization according
to Schemes 2 and 3 have both decreased overall, while the
maximum value of the first principal stress value of Scheme 2
was less than that of Scheme 3. /erefore, Scheme 2 was the
best optimization scheme.

/e reduction rates of the maximum value of the first
principal stress of Schemes 1–3 were calculated according to
equation (5). /e reduction rates of the maximum value of

first principal stress of Schemes 1–3 are −44.13% (indicating
that the maximum value of first principal stress value does
not decrease but increases), 25.63%, and 25.43%,
respectively.

c �
α0 − αn

α0
× 100%, (5)

where α0 stands for the maximum value of the first principal
stress of the original structure, αn is the maximum value of
the first principal stress of structures of scheme n, n� 1, 2, 3,
and c represents the stress reduction rate.

5.3. Response Surface Optimization Design. /e response
surface is a method that finds the relationship between
design variables and response variables through regression
analysis. It uses experimental design theory to determine the
set of design points and then conducts experiments to obtain
response surface models of objective functions and con-
straint functions to predict nonobjective functions./is is an
approximate method based on statistical experimental de-
sign [23]. In this paper, simulation test points were designed
using the central composite design (CCD)method./en, the
best design parameters could be sought based on the re-
sponse value within the set boundary conditions. /e
simulation calculation workload of the optimization process
could be effectively reduced using CCD.

To obtain the optimal value of the rib-stiffened plate
increase, the increase in the length of the rib-stiffened plate
on both sides was taken as the design variable, and the
maximum value of first principal stress and maximum strain
value were taken as the objectives of multiobjective opti-
mization. /e mathematical model was as follows:

min δ(X), min σ(X),

δ(X)≤ δ0, σ(X)≤ σ0,

X � x1, x2, . . . , xi( 
T
, X ∈ Ω,

0mm< xi < 30mm,

(6)

where X is the design variable, δ(X) stands for the maxi-
mum deformation after optimization, δ0 represents the
maximum deformation before optimization, σ(X) is the
maximum stress after optimization, σ0 represents the
maximum stress before optimization, Ω stands for the de-
sign scope, the lower limit of the design variable is limited to
0mm, the upper limit of the design scope is limited to 30mm
by the structural space, and n is the number of design
variables, n� 2, which is the increasing amount in the width
of the inner rib-stiffened plates and the outer rib-stiffened
plates.

Finite element calculation was performed based on the
17 test points obtained using CCD as shown in Table 3.
Regression calculations were performed based on the data
obtained in Table 3 to obtain regression models regarding
maximum stress and maximum deformation. /e com-
parison between the observed value of the experimental
point and the predicted value of the regression model is
shown in Figure 13. /e data point composed of the
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observed value of the experimental point and the predicted
value of the regression model is basically located on a
straight line with a slope of 1. /e determination coefficient
R2 of the two models and the correction decision coefficient
are 0.9427 and 0.9952, respectively, which are both close to 1,
indicating that the fitting model of maximum stress and
maximum deformation has high reliability. According to the
analysis results of the regression model, a 3D response

surface graph of various factors that interact with each other
was drawn, as shown in Figure 14.

It can be seen from the above two three-dimensional
curved surfaces that the maximum value of the first principal
stress and the maximum deformation decreased with the
increase in the width of the rib-stiffened plates on both sides.
/e peak value of the maximum deformation caused by the
increase in the inner rib-stiffened plate width by 20mm and

Statically
indeterminate

structure 
Rib plate widened Wider spacing of

girder plates 

Figure 11: Structural optimization scheme.

Inside

Outside

9.2903e + 006 –8.6558e + 006 9.6766e + 006

–7.8071e + 006 9.0389e + 006 –8.2269e + 006

Figure 10: First principal stress cloud diagram of vibrating feeder with exciting force forward.
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Table 3: Central composite design test point.

Serial number Outside rib increment (m) Inside rib increment (m) Maximum stress value (MPa) Maximum deformation (mm)
1 0.01550 0.01550 7.06 0.773
2 0.00100 0.01550 7.54 0.791
3 0.00825 0.01550 7.37 0.784
4 0.03000 0.01550 6.89 0.742
5 0.02275 0.01550 7.01 0.776
6 0.01550 0.00100 7.66 0.813
7 0.01550 0.00825 7.21 0.824
8 0.01550 0.03000 6.46 0.744
9 0.01550 0.02275 6.57 0.757
10 0.00100 0.00100 9.67 0.846
11 0.00825 0.00825 8.31 0.803
12 0.03000 0.00100 8.49 0.815
13 0.02275 0.00825 7.71 0.856
14 0.00100 0.03000 7.26 0.740
15 0.00825 0.02275 7.59 0.814
16 0.03000 0.03000 5.79 0.784
17 0.02275 0.02275 6.37 0.776

3.5613e + 6 –4.3217e + 6 2.3211e + 6

–1.1782e + 7 5.0687e + 6 –1.3946e + 7

(a)

4.3207e + 6 –6.1664e + 6 4.3822e + 6

–3.1995e + 67.1958e + 6–2.9656e + 6

(b)

5.1326e + 6 –7.2146e + 6 4.8431e + 6

–6.4427e + 67.0350e + 6–6.2312e + 6

(c)

Figure 12: Stress cloud diagram of the beam of vibrating feeder after optimization. (a) Scheme 1; (b) Scheme 2; (c) Scheme 3.
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Figure 13: Predicted value and experimental value.
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the outer rib-stiffened plate width by 10mm should be
avoided./erefore, it was chosen as the optimal solution that
the widths of the inner and outer rib-stiffened plates are both
increased by 30mm considering the stress and deformation
comprehensively. It can be seen from Figure 14(a) that the
maximum stress value after parameter optimization was
5.7941e+ 6 Pa. /e maximum stress value was reduced by
40.12% according to equation (2).

6. Conclusions

/e finite element stress analysis was carried out for four
limiting conditions within one cycle of the vibrating feeder
based on the inertial release method. It was found that the
first principal stress of the vibrating feeder reaches the
maximum when the excitation force is forward, occurring in
the middle and both ends of the vibrating feeder beam.

/e effect of thematerials force was taken into account in
the finite element analysis of the vibrating feeder./e EDEM
was used to simulate the process of the vibrating feeder
conveying the materials. /en, the coupling force of the
material and the excitation force was obtained based on the
phase characteristics of the vibrating feeder. /e materials
force is the largest when the vibrating feeder moves close to
the highest point of vibration.

Structural optimization Schemes 1–3 were designed and
compared, which, respectively, were constructing a statically
indeterminate structure, increasing the width of the rib-
stiffened plates on the beam, and increasing the internal
spacing of the beam. /e maximum value reduction rates of
the first principal stress of Schemes 1–3 are −44.13%, 25.63%,
and 25.43%, respectively. It was determined that increasing
the width of the rib-stiffened plates was more effective than
the other two schemes. Finally, the response surface method
was used to optimize the width of the rib-stiffened plates,
reducing the maximum value of the original first principal
stress by 40.12%.
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